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KNOWESIS AND KBRWYLE AWARDED USSOCOM PRESERVATION OF THE FORCE AND FAMILY 

(POTFF) PROGRAM SUPPORT WORK 

Fairfax, VA (March 2019) 

Knowesis, in partnership with KBRwyle Government Services, were awarded the U.S. Special Operations 
Command (USSOCOM) Preservation of the Force and Family (POTFF) Program support contract. The 
POTFF Program is designed to build and implement a holistic approach to address the family stressors and 
pressures of deployment on Warfighter families. 

Knowesis and KBRwyle has produced a framework of best practices and technical approaches that will 
identify and implement innovative, valuable solutions across the USSOCOM Enterprise aimed at improving 
the short and long-term well-being of our Special Operations Forces (SOF) warriors and their families 
through the support of four primary domains: Human Performance, Psychological Performance, Spiritual 
Performance, and Social Performance. To accomplish this, Team Knowesis will leverage data analytics, 
business intelligence, and health care delivery approaches to strengthen the behavioral capacity and 
resiliency of Special Operations Forces (SOFs). 

“We are so excited to be part of this DoD initiative to support the service members of the Special 
Operations Community.  This mission perfectly aligns with the Knowesis beliefs and core values.  It is our 
honor to work with and serve these Warriors,“ said Alex Gonzales, Project Manager of the POTFF service 
delivery team based in San Antonio, TX. 

Knowesis specializes in solving business challenges through strategic planning and capacity building, 
evaluation and data analysis, strategic communications, enterprise reporting, and program management. 
Knowesis applies our core functional competencies to the healthcare industry and are highly integrated 
within the DoD medical research and health policy environment. Our staff of dedicated professionals are 
recognized for bringing valuable experience from a variety of sectors, crossing industries and the Federal 
Government. 

Knowesis Inc., as a Center for Veterans Enterprise (CVE) certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small 
Business (SDVOSB), 8(a) Disadvantaged Small Business and Economically Disadvantaged Woma,n 
Owned Small Business (EDWOSB), provides a full range of professional consulting services to federal and 
state government agencies. Founded in 2007, Knowesis offers services in analytics and information 
management, planning and operations, as well as communication and engagement from its offices in San 
Antonio, TX and Fairfax, VA. More information about Knowesis can be found at www.knowesis-inc.com as 
well as Facebook and Twitter. 

For more information about this press release or to schedule an interview with Sheilah O’Brien, please 

contact info@knowesis-inc.com with the subject line “Press Release Information Request.” 
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